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For 35 years Capoco Design has been leading the way in designing and
engineering radical developments in bus and coach:

• layouts

• structures

• power train packaging

• suspension dynamics.

BackgroundBackground
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Since 1977, the foremost provider of whole-vehicle design concept and
engineering know-how and support to the UK bus and coach industry:

• in the 15 years from 1993 to 2008, 65% of all city buses sold in the UK market
featured major design and engineering input from Capoco Design.

Since 1988, a leading design and engineering services provider to the North
American bus and coach manufacturing industry:

• currently, 8 projects in North America.

Headed-up by Alan Ponsford (60). Honours degree in Mechanical Engineering
from Imperial College, London (1972).



Design scope and balanceDesign scope and balance

Capoco Design’s scope and capabilities covers complete bus and coach
design, and any critical element thereof
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Experience spanExperience span

Capoco Design’s expertise spans all major developments in international bus
and coach design over the past 35+ years
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Each of our clients recognises that Capoco Design has made significant
contribution to the development of their competitive advantages, especially in
the areas of:

 internal packaging

 structural integrity

Competitive advantagesCompetitive advantages
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 ride quality

 product weight

 product cost

 operating cost



Dennis, UK

Plaxton , UK

Optare , UK

Alexander , UK

Duple , UK

Duple Metsec , UK

Marshalls , UK

Major clientsMajor clients
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Marshalls , UK

Wavedriver , UK

Greyhound (Motor Coach Industries), USA & Canada

Fuji Heavy Industries, Japan

DelGro, Singapore

Bajaj Tempo, India

Chance Coach Industries, USA

ElDorado National, USA

First Auto Works, PRC



AwardsAwards

Capoco Design played a significant part in developing the following Design
Council award-winning products:

• the Dennis ‘Rapier’
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• the Optare ‘Solo’.



Significant product achievementsSignificant product achievements

Leading UK bus and coach manufactures acknowledge Capoco Design’s
significant contributions to their respective product developments:

Dennis

• ‘It was Capoco that introduced to Dennis the concepts of the welded chassis frame
and semi-integral construction. All our bus and coach products now use this form of
construction. Our sales in the UK bus and coach market over this period (1977 to
date) have moved from around 6% in 1977 to market leadership since 1999’.
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Plaxton

• ‘Our first contact with Capoco Design commenced in 1988 when we embarked on
the design and development of a new aluminium bus body family. Capoco was
engaged to cover the concept, structural analysis and mechanical design of the new
system. This significant addition to our product line has made a vital contribution to
our success in recent years’.

Optare

• ‘This valuable work continued during the 1990’s with the mechanical design and
analysis of our two main integral products, the Excel and the Solo. These have taken
us to market leadership in the integral sector of the UK bus market’.



The Capoco Design product approach covers the 3 critical areas of:

• Exterior Form

• Internal Layout

• Structure Development.

Design approachDesign approach
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• Structure Development.



Design approachDesign approach –– Exterior formExterior form

Covering appearance, aerodynamics and gross package.
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Design approachDesign approach –– Internal layoutInternal layout

Covering power train, suspension, steering and passenger area.
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Design approachDesign approach –– Structure developmentStructure development

The area between the exterior and interior ‘skins’
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Project examplesProject examples

Dennis Dart – Plaxton Pointer – Low floor midibus

• Chassis available from 8.5 to 11.5 metres using common chassis and body
modules

• Power train: Cummins B6 and Allison AT545 or B300R automatic

• Chassis frame: welded semi-integral, configured to work with the body frame

• Body structure: aluminium - extruded sections and rolled panels
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Capoco Design input:

• Chassis frame (design and analysis)

• Detailed design of front suspension, rear suspension and steering systems

• Body structure (design and analysis)



Project examples…Project examples…

Dennis – Duple Double Deck Citybus

• 12 metre rear-engined 3-axle double deck

• Welded chassis frame; riveted aluminium body structure

• Cummins M -11 engine with Voith or ZF automatic transmissions

• Air suspension on all 3 axles

Capoco Design input:
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Capoco Design input:

• Design of air suspension

• Design and analysis of chassis frame and body structure as a complete structural
unit

• Body styling



Project examples…Project examples…

Optare Solo – compact City Bus

• 9 metre rear-engined integral City bus

• 4 litre Mercedes Benz OM904 engine with Allison automatic transmission

• American Axle rear axle on 4-air bag suspension

• Leading-link front suspension with anti-dive geometry

Capoco Design input:
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Capoco Design input:

• Complete frame design and structural analysis

• Design of front and rear suspension systems

• Power train installation



Project examples…Project examples…

Dennis R Series – Luxury Coach with Plaxton body

• 12 metre rear-engined coach

• Separate front and rear modular chassis frames of welded tubular steel, attached to
an integral type body structure

• Independent front suspension; super-compact rear suspension

• Cummins M11 matched to ZF AStronic power train

Capoco Design input:
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• Chassis frame overall concept, design and analysis

• Design installation of ZF independent front suspension and steering

• FEA analysis of chassis modules and combined Dennis-Plaxton structure



Design processDesign process

At Capoco Design, the design processes are mainly computer based. These
cover:

• Design using 2D Micro station and 3D Solid Edge CAD

• Structural analysis using ANSYS finite element software
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• Styling of external and interior using Rhino 3D software with matching geometry to
the overall vehicle design using the same 3D CAD engineering layouts

•Crash & impact analysis using LS-DYNA3D



Joint engineering programmesJoint engineering programmes

Each Capoco Design project is a joint programme between Capoco Design and
its client – the bus and coach manufacturer

Typically, on a total product design programme, work would be shared as
follows:
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Joint engineering programmes…Joint engineering programmes…

Typically, the work share over the 3 phases of product design is:
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Joint engineering programmes…Joint engineering programmes…

Typically, the work share on design, identification and sourcing of components
is:
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Joint engineering programmes…Joint engineering programmes…

‘…the method of design co-operation with Capoco Design is user-friendly and
has delivered significant success shared by both companies’.

Russell Richardson, Chairman, Optare

This quote typifies the Capoco history, which combines successful design
programs with long-standing relationships with our clients. Most of the
significant product developments described here come from partnerships that
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significant product developments described here come from partnerships that
have lasted 10 to 20 years and still continue today.



New developmentsNew developments

Many innovative areas under development including:

•Diesel & fuel cell hybrids using electric drive

Light weight, low energy buses with smart electric traction – the alternative to
the electric tram and conventional diesel-powered city bus. 30% energy saving
plus zero emission operation in precinct areas.
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•Bus Rapid Transit

The application of large rigid and articulated advanced buses to offer the
passenger capacities of trams, but with much greater versatility combined with
lower vehicle & track costs plus a much faster application into service.

•Automated Systems

Advanced driver-less pods that operate both as individual units and as ‘trains’
to offer the optimum in service and passenger capacity.



SummarySummary

Capoco Design’s strengths:

1. A deep technical understanding of all bus and coach technology

2. A continuous product record of global commercial success

3. An innovative history of new features that are more widely adapted

4. A proven capability of effectively executing joint engineering
programmes around the world
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5. Technical program underway now developing tomorrow’s public
transport solutions for large city metropolitan areas

Europe's leading, independent bus and coach design
engineering company.


